CALL TO ORDER:
ROLL CALL: 6:02pm

- Kavindri - Yes
- Biswadeep - Yes
- Madhushi - Yes
- Hithaishi - Yes
- Hanane - Yes
- Eleni - Yes
- Riya - Yes
- Pabasara - Yes
- Jason - Yes

Guests
- Ms.Tina Horvath (Senior Director of Housing and Residence Education)
- Mr.Chad Doering (Director of Facilities Operations, Housing and Residence Education)
- Mr.Calvin Mosley (Director of University Housing Residence Life, Housing and Residence Education)
- Dr.Nancy Chrystal-Green (Assistant Vice President, Division of Student Affairs)

Meeting slides can be available upon request to UF Housing & Residence Education

- Mayors’ Council (MC) asked about current status of UF Master Plan (2015-2025) -Updated every 5 years
  - Diamond Village -Parking and Transportation Master Plan but no updates as of now. So, Diamond Village will be maintained as GFH Housing.
  - Honor Hall Project -Ongoing Criteria Design (expected to be done by Nov’20)
- Future plans for Maguire/UVS -Area will be used for Rec Fields
  - Maguire/UVS reaching the end of their lifespan and are beyond a large-scale economical renovation - unable to renovate for providing a better quality of living due for several issues lille electrical, plumbing, sanitary, stormwater infrastructure, vapor as well as roof issues.
- 3 Year Timeline - Begin phased approach to permanently close Maguire/UVS (Fall'20)
  - Phase 1
- Housing will not accept new contracts beginning June, 2021 - Phase 2
- Transfer process to other Villages in Spring'23 and Maguire/UVS will be closed by Summer'23 - Phase 3
- New Apartment (on-campus) construction cost assumptions would range from $1800-$2000 per month for a 1-2 bedroom apartment
- Alternative Housing Options in lieu of Maguire/UVS closure - Lakeside ($932/month/bed with full year commitments
- All above indicates that there would be three GFH Villages available after the Maguire/UVS closure - Diamond, Corry & Tanglewood
- MC also asked about the alternative plans for GFH as housing options looked to be highly competitive and challenging to get these days. Ms.Horvath advised about Off-Campus Life where Ms.Nora Kilroy is in charge of.

MC also had a discussion regarding the Fall Campus Reopening plans / Residents Speak -

- Upon questioning; Ms.Horvath & Mr.Mosley mentioned that they can set up additional meetings for COVID-19 quarantine space questions so that they might have UF Health representatives to join us.
- MC repeatedly raised the transparency issue between Mayors’ Council and UF Housing with regards to Campus Master Plan and Campus Reopening Plan
- Residents from all five villages were allowed to raise their questions directly to the Housing Administration Team
- Dr.Nancy Chrystal-Green & Ms.Horvath mentioned that it is not possible to set up a meeting this week as other folks need to be invited for this specific conversation (quarantine questions) and informed us that they would get back to us through Mr.Nash.
- A meeting will be scheduled soon between Ms.Ranasinghe (President of MC) & Dr.Chrystal-Green
- Spaces of GFH will be the last one to use for COVID-19 quarantine, as they have several hundreds to use for quarantine purposes prior to going to GFH
- Finally, MC requested GFH Leadership to permit residents during their next scheduled meeting with the MC (to be announced)

MAYOR REPORT(S) :
- None in specific as the agenda of this meeting was to have a discussion with the Housing and Residence Education administration in presence of the residents across five GFH Villages.

NEW BUSINESSES :
- All ERSs (budget) for September events to be voted through email.
ROLL CALL:

- Kavindri - Yes
- Biswadeep - Yes
- Madhushi - Yes
- Hithaishi - Yes
- Hanane - Yes
- Eleni - Yes
- Riya - Yes
- Pabasara - Yes
- Jason - Yes

GUESTS:

- Ms.Horvath -Yes
- Mr.Doering -Yes
- Mr.Mosley -Yes
- Dr.Chrystal-Green - Yes

ADJOURNMENT: Adjourned at 7:10pm